2002 mercury grand marquis problems

Mercury Grand Marquis owners have reported a total of 3, problems for their cars built in the 16
model years listed in the chart below. The chart shows the number of problems reported across
all service years for each given model year of the Mercury Grand Marquis. The Mercury Grand
Marquis cars have the most problems reported problems. The following chart shows the 24
most common problems for Mercury Grand Marquis cars. The number one most common
problem is related to the vehicle's exterior lighting problems. The second most common
problem is related to the vehicle's engine and engine cooling problems. It would not be fair to
compare the Mercury Grand Marquis of an older model year to newer model years since older
vehicles have been in service longer and thus are expected to have more problems. In order to
compare the reliability across Grand Marquis model years, we use the PPMY index which is
defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. A smaller PPMY index
indicates greater reliability of the given model year cars. Another way to measure the reliability
across the model years of the Mercury Grand Marquis is to use the total number of problems
reported during the vehicle's first year in service, as shown in the Table 4. Car Problems. Table
1. Total number of problems by model year for Mercury Grand Marquis. Table 2. Common
problems of Mercury Grand Marquis. Table 3. Table 4. Number of problems in vehicle's; first
service year. Exterior Lighting. Engine And Engine Cooling. Electrical System. Vehicle Speed
Control. Service Brakes. Air Bag. Seat Belt. Power Train. Show more problems Gasoline Fuel
System. Other Fuel System. Unknown Or Other. Interior Lighting. Electronic Stability Control.
Parking Brake. Diesel Fuel System. The following chart shows the 17 most common problems
for Mercury Grand Marquis. The number one most common problem is related to the vehicle's
vehicle speed control with 15 problems. The second most common problem is related to the
vehicle's suspension 11 problems. In our research we use the PPMY index to compare the
reliability of vehicles. The PPMY index of a certain model is defined as the problems reported
per thousand vehicles per Year. If the total number of problems reported by Mercury Grand
Marquis owners in the last 18 years is 91, and the age of the vehicle is 18, the PPMY index can
then be calculated as. For more information, refer to this page: A study of reliability comparison
across Mercury Grand Marquis model year vehicles. The following chart shows the number of
problems reported during each of the service years since the debut of the Mercury Grand
Marquis in When making the decision between buying a new or used Mercury Grand Marquis,
the following table can be used to compare the Mercury Grand Marquis with the Mercury Grand
Marquis from other model years. Note that the number of problems reported for the Grand
Marquis is 91 while the average number of problems reported for the 16 model years of the
Mercury Grand Marquis is Car Problems. Table 1. Common problems of the Mercury Grand
Marquis. Table 2. Table 3. Compare the Mercury Grand Marquis with other model years. Vehicle
Speed Control. Engine And Engine Cooling. Electrical System. Service Brakes. Seat Belt.
Exterior Lighting. Air Bag. Gasoline Fuel System. Other Fuel System. Unknown Or Other. Power
Train. Switch Year: My Mercury Grand Marquis LS sputters from a stop and sometimes over 45
mph it has k miles I have replaced the following and the problem is still happening. All 8 Ignition
coils and spark plugs and ignition coil Connectors. New alternator new battery and a new Fuel
pump aswell as fuel filter. New IAC valve. And still the car has sputtering problems. I have also
cleaned my MAF and throttle body. Bob answered 4 days ago. All 8 Ignition coils and spark p I
just bought a Grand Mercury Marquis I've change the cooling fan but it's not turning on the car
is not overheating also I want to know why the fan is not turning on? I want to know where is
Where is the torque converter switch located on my grand marquis. Can a Lincoln fenders
interchange with a mercury grand marquis. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is
not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Mercury Grand Marquis question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction.
Get Started. Search Mercury Grand Marquis Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Mercury Marauder 18 listings. Used Cars For
Sale. One of the worst problems that can happen to a vehicle is a bad fuel pump. Without gas
your Grand Marquis will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel
pump revolve around the vehicle stalling out or not running at all. While being in the fuel tank
makes the pump more reliable, it also makes it a lot more difficult to get to. The good news is
that fuel pumps are inexpensive. The bad news is that they cost a lot in terms of labor to repair
and replace. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a
clue. Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related
trouble code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel pump is that it resembles many
other vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. Here are the most common symptoms of a bad

fuel pump in your Mercury Grand Marquis :. One of the most common signs that a fuel pump is
going bad is a whining sound. The whining sound can indicate that the fuel pump is going out
before there are any performance based issues. Keeping an open ear can save you from getting
stuck somewhere with a bad fuel pump. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the
engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel pump can also feel a
heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is
running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you
are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P
trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these
symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be that the your Grand
Marquis is difficult to start. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the same as a bad fuel
filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very challenging. How do
you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its input side and low
pressure on its output side. A bad fuel pump will have low pressure on both sides. They are
both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to
truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both.
A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with
a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The
symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the
Mercury Grand Marquis. Testing the pump and pressure on each side of it are going to be the
quickest ways to rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please leave a comment
below. Good luck! Challenges Starting the Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel
pump is going to be that the your Grand Marquis is difficult to start. Worried about potential
repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada
odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how
frequently Mercury Grand Marquis problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. All years.
Grand Marquis. Mercury Grand Marquis repairs by problem area. Mercury Grand Marquis
electrical repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair
costs? Chart based on 47 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under
warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Replaced clock
spring in steering column. Unhelpful "Easycare" Warranty did not cover this part even though
brochure stated that the warranty covered the AC system "comprehensively". Be careful out
there as there are ripoff warranty companies. Removed door lock power cables and re-installed.
Been working fine ever since. Needed compressor. Compressor, evaporator, and condenser
were all working well. After a closer look, they found a plug connected to the compressor had
popped out and kept popping out. They had the car about an hour and a half. I go no where else
with my car. Problem traced to defective Lighting Control Module. I replaced the defective relays
inside the module and returned it to service. Went to car parts store, had battery and alternator
tested. Battery had a bad cell. Replaced battery. Researched it and found out how to repair it
myself. Problem was passenger side seat belt pre-tensioner sensor was open. Only repair
possible was complete seat belt and harness replacement. The correct light flint color is not
available. Dark gray belt installed. I'm not complaining since the original lasted 11 years.
Managed to replace it myself in under 2 hours. I had to turn it off. The blend door motor had to
be replaced. It required removing and replacing instrument panel. I returned to the dealer and
found that it was a module behind the instrument panel that had failed. Part had to ordered.
Instrument panel removed and replaced again. Fan blower relay and the electrical wiring was
replaced. The starter was replaced. Replaced compressor and hose, then recharge system. I
wired a switch to bypass the module and turn on the fan full speed if the module fails to. Can't
be without defroster in the cold and snow. Later fixed itself. Needed to replace valve in dash.
See TrueDelta's informatio
chevy 3400 firing order
universal o2 sensor wiring diagram
oldsmobile wikipedia
n for all Sedans. See TrueDelta's information for all Mercury models. Mercury Grand Marquis
Electrical Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or
vehicles with more than three repairs. HVAC blend door actuator stuck, tear apart entire
dashboard to replace, also noticed battery was cracked and replaced while there. Blend Door
malfunction. Power door lock - front passenger door would not lock. Lighting Power module:
warrentee repair, no part, gave me loaner in shop for 30 days - part on back order. AC was
cycling on at random and causing hard starting and long cranking and idle and engine surges.
Headlights failed while driving. Volt meter started fluctuating. Air bag light came on. The blend

door for the HVAC system died. The car started blowing very hot air with AC on. Taking the car
home after previous repair, the airbag light stayed on. Replaced alternator with Motorcraft
alternator, which turned out to be defective and had to be replaced again.

